Directions to Cell Imaging in HSC, Building 585/586

The Cell Imaging Core maintains microscopes in several buildings across campus. Our main offices and some of the microscopes are in the Health Science Core Building (HSC), Buildings 585/586.

HSC is (North East) across the street from the Eccles Genetics Building. If you are not familiar with the location, please use the campus map (https://bit.ly/30crr1B).

There are 4 doors to the HSC Building, 2 on the first floor and 2 on the second. After hours card access to the building should provide access to all 4 doors. Occasionally, one of the doors or card readers will fail. Typically, at least one of the doors will work.

The only ADA compliant entry and route to the Cell Imaging rooms is through the South door on the first floor.

The Cell Imaging offices and microscopes are all at the North end of the floor.